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Pollen Dimorphism

OBSERVATIONS

By Dr. Thomas Stebler

P

ollen grains show usually a distinct pattern of wall apertures
through which the pollen tube
escapes during germination. The most
commons are furrows (colpi, colpate),
pores (porate) or both together (colporate). Additionally, on the outer layer
of the pollen grains some ornamentations in form of spines, warts or clubs
can be found. Depending on genus
and family, wall apertures and surface
ornamentations are very characteristic. However, in some cases two different morphological pollen types per

species/genus may occur. This is
called dimorphism.
Pollen grains from the male flowers of Vitis vinifera show 3 colpi with
3 small pores, thus are called tricolporate. Additionally pollen grains without wall openings at all (inaperturate)
can be found in the corresponding
female flowers [1].
Both types of these pollen grains
were collected and compared in light
of shape, ornamentation and size. See
also Vitis vinifera on my Pollen-Wiki
[2].

Beside Vitis vinifera, pollen dimorphism can be found among others
in the genera of Cerastium, Limonium
and Waltheria.
Methodology

A small amount of pollen grains
and a pinhead sized amount of fuchsin
stained glycerin gelatin (0.014%, Kaiser) were put together on a microFigure 1: Vitis vinifera top row: inaperturate; bottom row: tricolporate.
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scope slide. The gelatin was then
melted on a USB cup warmer. The
melted drop was stirred with a needle,
covered with a coverslip and allowed
to cool upside down.
The stained pollen was examined
with a light microscope Weso BM Pro
1100 magnification 600x (eyepiece
WF 10x / 60 Lens / 0.85x).
The size of the pollen grains were
determined after photographing them
with a Moticam 1000 using the software Motic Images V 2.0 measuring
the diameter of 50 pollen grains each.
Some pictures were stacked with the
software Picolay from Heribert Cypionka [3].
Results and Discussion

The inaperturate pollen grains
(Figure 1, first lane) showed no apertures, were spheroid to ovoid in shape
with scabrate and reticulate sculptures. The mean equatorial diameter
was 21.2 ± 1.6 µm (±SD, range 18.528.9 µm).
The tricolporate pollen grains observed (Figure 1, bottom lane) were
triangular to round, spheroid but often
slightly higher than broad. Ornamentation was reticulate to rugulate.

Pollen Dimorphism

Around the pores and along the colpi
was a fine thickening of the pollen
wall called anuli and costae respectively. The mean diameter observed
was 22.4 ± 1.1 µm (±SD, range 20.025.3 µm).
The description of the tricolporate
pollen observed corresponds to the
pollen description of Vitis vinifera in
common pollen atlases as PalDat [4],
Beug [5] or Bucher et al. [6]. The
inaperturate pollen was very similar to
the picture published by Gallardo et
al. [1].
The mean equatorial diameter of
the inaperturate pollen was about
5.4% smaller compared to the tricolporate pollen (statistically significant,
p < 0.01, unpaired t-test). In accordance, the inaperturate (female) pollen grains observed with SEM by
Gallardo’s team were also smaller
than the tricolporate (male) grains
(18.3 ± 2.01 µm vs. 19.9 ± 1.67, diff.
8.0%).
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Vitis vinifera (common grape vine)
is a species of Vitis, native to the
Mediterranean region, central Europe, and southwestern Asia, from
Morocco and Portugal north to
southern Germany and east to northern Iran. There are currently between
5,000 and 10,000 varieties of Vitis
vinifera grapes though only a few
are of commercial significance for
wine and table grape production.
It is a liana growing to 35 yards (32
m) tall, with flaky bark. The leaves
are alternate, palmately lobed, 5–20
cm (2.0–7.9 in) long and broad. The
fruit is a berry, known as a grape; in
the wild species it is 6 mm (0.24 in)
diameter and ripens dark purple to
blackish with a pale wax bloom; in
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cultivated plants it is usually much
larger, up to 3 cm (1.2 in) long, and
can be green, red, or purple (black).
The species typically occurs in humid forests and streamsides.
The wild grape is often classified as
V. vinifera subsp. sylvestris (in some
classifications considered Vitis sylvestris), with V. vinifera subsp. vinifera restricted to cultivated forms.
Domesticated vines have hermaphrodite flowers, but subsp. sylvestris
is dioecious (male and female flowers on separate plants) and pollination is required for fruit to develop.
Source: Wikipdia
Image: Public domain

Ancient magnifiers

HISTORY

By Dr. Charles R. Kos.

T

his is an unusual article, asking
what uses a microscope might
have had in ancient times. For
simplicity's sake, forging a Leeuwenhoek-style lens, of tiny size would
have been not outside the realm of
ancient glassmakers. This is a tiny
glass sphere, which might have yielded high magnification, and might also
have easily escaped archaeological
detection, had one existed. What were
the possible applications?
Applications

The use of a high-power magnifier
introducers questions in the mind of
its user. Had they existed long ago,
microscopes could have made a contribution to atomic theory. Solids look
“continuous” unless they are placed
under a magnifier, where grainy constituencies may become visible, per-

1

haps enabling the idea that all matter
might be made up of smaller particles.
As you magnify more and more you
see smaller particles. The realisation
that softer rock, like limestone, looks
very much like wet sand under magnification, (not to mention ideas of “infinite worlds”) may have also led to
the discovery that sand could become
reconstituted as various types of cement, just as mud brick or clay might
well be moulded. Under magnification, clay is a mess of silica, weathered rock and organics.
It is an emerging idea, and hidden
fact that various ancient civilizations
possessed the magnifying lens. These

are found in various museums across
the world. Ancient miniature jewelry
appears often to have been made with
the aid of a magnifier, which has not
come down to us. In fact, one can
search for information about the jewelry of the Stonehenge king online
and see a report suggesting that some
remarkably fine jewelry could have
been made only with the fine eyesight
of ‘children or young teenagers’, (or,
possibly, I would suggest, with experienced jewelers using quite simple
lenses? See Figure 7 and reference 6,
a newspaper article with a shocking
title.)

Figure 1: Limestone at 65x. Grains are visible. Did ancient magnifiers contribute
to atomic theory, ideas of irreducible hard particles, making up all substances?
Figure 2: Smoother substances, such as a river stone are seen to be made from
smaller particles (65x).

2
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We know of quicklime, a basic
substance which is derived from limestone by chemical industry. How far
did ancient chemists really go? The
engineered quality of the Giza pyramids has marveled generations, but
are studied, largely without relation to
the rest of Egyptian city civilisation,
whose remains lie under the Nile soil,
but whose parallel knowledge must
have accompanied that of pyramid
building in the desert.
Of all the possible uses for a microscope which ancients may have
found, I am going for the ambitious
end of the scale: describing a hypothetical aspect of engineering. “Geopolymer” chemistry is a rather new
idea. It is man-made cement which
over time hardens, becoming less distinguishable from real rock, and improving with time instead of
crumbling, as modern concrete does.
Resilient Roman cement is an example of a possible geopolymer. I must
confess to have tried tinkering with
them in a home lab, though my experiments have as yet, ended in failure.
(If you want successes, look to Youtube. After making ten different recipes of “stone/cement”, I was planning
a simple visual examination of those
varieties, now hardened, using the

4

microscope, for uniformity. It struck
me that this would be one of the easiest ways to check for strength (micro
fissures). Anyone can try and make a
geopolymer, the web address explaining the recipe by J. Davidovits for
reconstituted limestone is provided
below in the reference section. Proponents of the idea contend that OldKingdom Egyptian stones at Giza
were simply set in place rather than
being hauled around and up a slope. I
am not here to debate this because the
jury is still out. One study in 2006 (an
electron microscope user found the
pyramid stones to be artificial, see
references) accepting the premise of
Joseph Davidovits, early proponent of
the geopolymer, with most Egyptologists conversely pointing out quarry
marks on pyramid stones, showing
they were transported entire, to the
pyramids, from nearby, rather than
having been reconstituted. Geopolymer advocates also point to the lack of
fossils in pyramid rocks. To confuse
matters, traditionalists actually do
point out the existence of fossils in
pyramid rocks!
What I found from tinkering
around, is what any structural engineer already knows. The microscope
is of use in simplifying the materials
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Figure 3: Sea Salt, 65x.
Figure 4: Sodium Bicarbonate, a
modern product 65x.

research process. Structural defects
are easily detected. I am suggesting
that simple magnifiers, rather than our
elaborate modern devices, would have
been of tremendous use in rock testing
for this reason, leading to the possible
success of the Egyptians at Giza,
(whether the rocks are geopolymer or
not) but also during the experimental
process, or in fact other old chemical
processes. The magnifier is a simple
and convenient way of identifying
and testing product, even possibly
checking purity, simply by looking at
the crystals, perhaps also of metal
worked substances, although back in
chemistry at university, we never actually tested substances in this way!
Where is the evidence for this assertion? That the Egyptians possessed
lenses seems beyond doubt, as they
have been recovered in archaeological
digs, across the Mediterranean world
and even Britain, though they have
confused archaeologists (see “The
Crystal Sun”). These lenses are simple ones, however, convex magnifi-

Ancient magnifiers
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Figure 5: Boiling Sea Salt with Sodium Bicarbonate, seen in the previous figures, creates pseudo-Natron Salt. Supposedly used in the recombination of
aggregate into a geopolymer form of limestone. (Normally formerly harvested
in Egypt at a lake, Wade Al Natrun) The crystals are profoundly different to the
precursors. A magnifier would have been of great help as an optical test, as a
magnifier could have been used to help identify a substance. 100x.
Figure 6: This dried clay is a mixture of various silicates with other organic
and non organics. Could analysis with a lens have inspired ancient attempts
at cement, helping people realise nature herself created rocks out of mixtures? 65x.
ers. They are not capable of high
magnification.
Seemingly not (that I am aware)
mentioned by historians of the lens in
ancient times, is that the lens by Antony Van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723)
is quite easy to make. The properties
of this were discovered accidentally
by Antony. He took great pains never
to reveal the simple process to any of
his distinguished visitors, insisting the
lenses had been produced with a very
drawn-out process. He simply took a
glass soda lime rod, pulling it apart
into an ultra-thin strand over the heat
of the flame. Heating one end of this,
he created tiny glass spheres, revealing ‘animalcules.’ With an entire history of glass preceding him, did

HISTORY

Leeuwenhoek really discover the first
of the lenses named after him?
The tinier the lens, the greater the
magnification, but the less distinguishable from a bead, in terms of
archaeological analysis a tiny lens
might be. We possess larger lenses
from ancient civilizations (the Nimrud lens of Assyria pops up in various
articles online as possibly having
been part of a ‘world's first telescope’.) The tiny lens is easier to
make than a microscope consisting of
compounded lenses.
The lens was already applied to
cosmological theory in the Iron Age.
Aware of the magnifying properties
of lenses regarding light, and seeking
to explain the puzzling level of solar
intensity, Pliny explains that Pythago-

reans held that the Sun was a lesser
light source behind where it appears
to be, the solar disc. That solar disc,
was supposedly a lens which magnified the light and heat of that furnace.
As mentioned, one can ‘test’ a
rock, without breaking it, by visual
examination. The Leeuwenhoek microscope could achieve about the
same magnification as a student microscope today, approaching 300x.
Such a magnification is certainly not
necessary when studying the structure
of geological samples, or even crystals.
The purported limestone reconstitution process involves natron salt as
an ingredient. (One is then supposed
to mix the natron with kaolin clay,
adding the substance with water to
crushed limestone, in a mould, making limestone-like cement) Natron
salt is found in lake Natrun in Egypt,
but I had to make it at home. The
figures (Microlux, 65x-300x variable
lens student microscope, with Lumia
8MP Zeiss phone camera pointed
down the microscope tube) are a visual example of how the microscope or
magnifier can be used to easily distinguish between home-made ‘natron’
crystals and another type variety of
bicarbonate (baking soda) though one
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is not needed for this. Unknown crystals in salt pans might be readily identified, in the field. The above were
seen as basic salts with a variety of
applications. A prospector familiar
with crystal structure could easily take
his lens to seek materials, in the style
of a modern geologist with hand
loupe. It strikes one that quality or
purity can be ascertained by boiling
points, but also by crystal shape, owing to the vast differences in typical
shape.
We are confronted by several facts
which are beyond dispute. 1) Ancient
civilizations of the Old World certainly possessed some lenses, and possibly used them for making intricate
jewelry. 2) Perhaps they also used
them for other fields. The Egyptians
for instance were renowned for engineering and chemical (“alchemy”)
work which Davidovits suggested
was cement work. In light of the
above, I think that magnifiers would
have been deployed outside of their
jewelry work, and in other fields of

Ancient magnifiers

their considerable achievement, both
in chemistry and engineering, possibly making the research of those
fields much easier.
Conclusion

The ultimate question in the title
must go unanswered. The microscope
would have been of terrific use in
quickly assessing defects in the rigidity of any cement manufactured in
ancient times, and also of use in identifying rock crystals in the field, as
well as more obvious uses in jewelry
making. The process of making geopolymer was rather fun, but it requires
persistence to perfect it. Along the
way I discovered that the microscope
would have been of inestimable use in
refining the technique to make a quality geopolymer cement.
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Fig. 7. An example of a lens of the
ancient world. This is the Nimrud
lens, about 3000 years old.
CC Attribution-Share Alike 4.0
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Plant microscopy

OBSERVATIONS

By Jim Tallon

F

irst let me say I feel a little
hesitant writing about observing plant cellular structures for
this magazine. But, since it involves
microscopy I figured why not. Besides, I have read similar articles in
this same magazine. Most notably, in
the February 2014 issue about a writer's school days and his struggles with
plant cellular makeup.
The result of that particular article
was to ignite an interest in me. I knew
almost nothing about the structure of
plant cells but that didn't stop me. One
of my fellow microscopy hobbyist
recommended a good reference; A
Color Atlas of Plant Structure. Now I
am better able to understand what I
am looking at and what new subjects
there are to explore.
Like many people I started with a
thin onion skin layer and stained it
with iodine to observe the nucleus.
Next I did some longitudinal sections
of plant stems and leaves and observed cells and stomata. I found them
interesting and photos 1 and 2 show
some of my early attempts. Photo 1 is
the above mentioned onion cell nuceli
stained with iodine. Photo 2 is of
green onion root cells also stained
with iodine. I was surprised to see the
little rods and have since learned that
they are oxalate crystals.
I had no idea what what an oxalate
crystal was but subsequently discovered that the crystals have birefrin-

1

2

Figure 1: Onion cell nuceli stained
with iodine.
Figure 2: Green onion root cells also
stained with iodine.
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3

gence properties in crossed polarized
light and make great subjects to observe revealing beautiful colours and
structure as revealed in photo 3.
OK. So now I have seen plant
cells, stomata, nuclei, and oxalate
crystals. I was ready to move on to
other subjects. Then I read the above
referenced 2014 article about monocots and dicots. It piqued my curiosity
and I wanted to learn more.
First thing I discovered is you
need to cut thin sections of the plant in
order to observe the cells. Otherwise,
you wind up with a jumble of layers
with cells on top of each other and you
can not make out any detail. I needed
a microtome. There are a variety of
good hand microtomes available that
can be found on line but I like to start
simple so I made my own. I figured if
I didn't like it I hadn't invested very
much.
Second thing I learned is you do
not need to achieve the “Holy Grail”
of ultimate thinness to enjoy the spec-

imen. My guess is I can achieve about
2-4 cell thickness in my better sections (sometimes a lot worse) and
there is still plenty of information to
be observed in the better cuts. My
“Not so better cuts” get tossed.
Third thing I experienced is that
cells in these sections liked to hold
onto air and I would get a lot of bubbles with my wet mounts. Patience
seems to be the best solution to eliminate the bubbles. I let the specimen sit
in water for 30-60 minutes until the
cells have expelled the air and absorbed the water. I am not patient or
serious enough to use wax and drying
techniques that take a lot longer.
Finally I learned a bit about stains.
I now use mostly methylene blue
which does a good job emphasizing
the cell walls and internal features. I
also use iodine which does the best
job job revealing the nucleus. My plan
is to purchase some additional stains
and learn how to best use them.
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Figure 3: Oxalate crystals have bifringent properties.
So Where Am I?

First I have learned a lot about
plant cellular structure. I have also
learned there is a lot I do not know
about plant cellular structure. I have
learned one can enjoy observing plant
cells even with rudimentary equipment, somewhat thick sections, and
live cells. I have learned that a good
reference book is invaluable. I have
learned that I can identify the difference between a monocot and a dicot.
And lastly I have learned some of the
different layers in a cross section
(Which I have also learned is called a
transverse section-still a lot I don't
know). Photo 4 shows a Chrysanthemum (a dicot) cross section with 4X
obj. stained with methelyne blue. It
shows the various layers inward from
the epidermis to the pith and the uni-

Plant microscopy
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form arrangement of the phloem and
xylem. Photo 5 shows a cross section
(transvese section) of a philodendron
(a monocot) also with the 4X obj.
which displays well the dispersed distribution of the vascular bundles
throughout the stem.
Let me conclude with this. I save
jars of pond water to observe over the
Winter but, after a while the diversity
of the population declines, colorful
algae dies off, and one sees the same
organisms. Plant cells are a good alternative subject to explore. They enable one to hone their microscopy
skills and house plants offer a good
source. Come Spring I will be back to
new pond water samples but I will
also be collecting new sprouting
plants.

5

My house plants will be happy!
■

Figures 4 and 5: Chrysanthemum (a
dicot) cross section with 4X obj.
stained with methelyne blue.
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Virtual microscopy

By Josh Shagam

I

t’s hard to miss the much-hyped
wave of consumer-focused virtual
reality technology headed our
way. I’m not going to try to sell you
on virtual reality with marketing
promises or science fiction scenarios.
There are dozens of write-ups as of
late that can describe the joys of losing oneself in a 360-degree experience, others that can break down the
size of the market and the billions of
dollars being poured into VR tech
companies big and small [1]. Virtual
reality is in a unique position because
“it has gotten big before having a
major product… this hasn't really
happened before on this scale,” and it
has given me time to consider how it
could ascend beyond the trappings of
being a solution in search of a problem [2]. There's no question that we
are going to hear a lot about virtual
reality this year and after. At the end
of this article I have included a selection of thought-provoking articles that
address broader-reaching themes related to VR. Here, my intention is to
sketch out those microscopy-related
virtual reality ideas that have the most
staying-power.
I’d like to speculate on how this
new visual medium and content delivery platform will mesh with the images we make with microscopes. What
does the new virtual reality hardware
offer, in general terms? I'm primarily
thinking about the Oculus Rift and
HTC Vive, two products that will be
available by the time you read this.
Each company's offering includes an
OLED head mounted display (HMD)
and a slew of sensors for positional
tracking and motion controller input.
The other side of the coin is mobile

VR (Google Cardboard, Gear VR)
that offers a slice of the same experience by employing smartphones,
without the positional tracking or motion controllers. These cheaper avenues of virtual reality are capable and
well-suited for viewing experiences,
but they should not be considered as
feature-rich as the Rift and Vive products. The utility of consumer virtual
reality hardware in the context of
viewing photographs offers us:
● The ability to convey image scale
in a psycho-physical way not possible with traditional desktop displays
● The ability to “look around” and
move closer by leaning or walking
closer, rather than zooming or
scrolling with a mouse (i.e. intuitive viewing and interaction)
● The promise of collaborative, avatar-aided, remote learning / reference environments
Understanding this, it is my opinion that the new generation of affordable virtual reality is a viable platform
for scientific media. It should be considered concurrently as a new display
type in the evolution of CRT, LCD,
etc. and as a virtual environment within which social interaction, exploration of physical space, and
communication of visually rich content is realizable. Here are my three
notions for how we will use consumer
VR hardware, starting now, in connection to photomicrography.
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Concept #1: The Pathologist’s
Virtual Microscope Wall

As an instructor of photomicrography at Rochester Institute of Technology, I introduced a curriculum that
embraced the “virtual microscope”
whereby students created extremely
high resolution composite photomicrographs and shared them online using the interactive Google Maps API
(I wrote about it in the February 2013
issue of Microbehunter Magazine)
[3]. I saw commercial products moving in this direction with all-in-one
slide scanning units offered by Zeiss,
Leica, and other companies with the
software infrastructure to match.
These commercial solutions and the
homebrew, do-it-yourself stitching
techniques alike generate very high
resolution image files with gigabytes
of visual data for a given specimen.
This creates a display conundrum:
how do you make use of all those
pixels? How can you share them with
others efficiently? Virtual microscopy
generally means using a computer
network and an interactive user interface to pan, scroll, and zoom through
widefield (often called whole-slide)
images made from real, physical
stained tissue samples on glass slides.
It calls up only the image data visible
on-screen at any one time to minimize
the bandwidth and graphics processing load. This concept is most commonly realized through proprietary
hardware and software used by pathologists, though research has shown
that with current solutions, “diagnosis
takes 60% longer with a virtual slide
interface… the interface that commercial virtual slide systems provide is

Virtual microscopy
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poorly suited to navigating gigapixel
images.” [4]
The idea, then, is to adapt current
virtual microscopy solutions into a
true virtual reality environment that
takes advantage of its unique abilities.
It is an amusing misnomer that the
term virtual reality microscope has
been used for years, but it illustrates a
strong connection between concept
and desired function. Not only are we
interested in simulating the visuals of
looking through a microscope, but we
also want to mimic and improve upon
its interactive and intuitive function
relative to the real-world experience.
A virtual reality microscope interface
can provide a faster, fluid and costeffective tool for modern pathology.
In my research I have come across
projects like KeckCAVES and the
Pathology Powerwall that illustrate
avenues of interaction with scientific
image data. KeckCAVES is not a
head-mounted-display solution but
rather a three-walled room on which
projectors respond to the user's posi-

tion to create the illusion of three-dimensional imagery in real space [5,
6]. This UC Davis project is specifically interested in “active visualization in the earth sciences” and has
even developed a 3D visualizer for
confocal microscopy data. Three-dimensional reconstructions of traditional microscope slides are also
being evaluated, as described in the
research paper Toward Routine Use of
3D Histopathology as a Research
Tool [7].
The Pathology Powerwall, developed at the University of Leeds, sticks
with two-dimensional displays but offers significant insight into real-world
use and capabilities of a virtual microscope interface [8]. Started in 2006,
the project offers a software solution
for multiple desktop monitors or a
wall-spanning array of side-by-side
monitors (uncreatively termed WallSized High-Resolution Displays or
WHirDs). All of this is designed to
serve up gigapixel whole-slide images
that are commonly captured with au-

Figure 1: Our prototype, built on the
Unreal 4 game engine, has native
support for virtual reality hardware.
This image shows what the computer
renders for the head mounted display—distortion and chromatic aberration are there to counteract the
artifacts introduced by the headset
optics. Also note the floating HMD
model and name tag which represents a second user present in the
environment.

tomatic slide scanning devices. The
user has a large display to inspect the
image data while keeping a thumbnail
directory and navigation panel nearby
for a streamlined workflow. In the
case of the Powerwall setup specifically, the idea is extended to allow for
a small group of people to stand in
front of an image and identify areas of
interest as naturally as pointing to a
map pinned on a wall. The Powerwall
is ideally suited to academic environments, while the Leeds Virtual Microscope 2 software also developed by
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the research team caters to working
pathologists using conventional desktop monitors [9]. Studies have shown
that both avenues of displaying high
resolution photomicrographs may
eventually allow for faster diagnoses
and function as valuable teaching aids
[10, 11].
While these approaches are valuable, they are inaccessible to the
homegrown microscopist: until now,
an affordable and user-friendly alternative has not existed for those interested in working with microscope
images using display solutions beyond the desktop monitor. The utility
and capabilities of true virtual reality
using modern HMD hardware could
invoke the maturation and democrati-

zation of this established virtual microscope platform.
These exciting ideas are not free
from fundamental hurdles, three of
which I will address here: calibration,
resolution, and accessibility. While all
three will benefit from future development, they cannot be overlooked as
obstacles in the present.
The first hurdle is display calibration if the work is to be diagnostic in
nature. Many displays used in medical
imaging are held to the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine
(DICOM) standard to ensure equal
probability of detection (read: optimizing the system so a human viewer
has the best chance to observe image
data accurately) [12]. There is also an
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Figure 2: The basic interface uses a
whole-slide overview panel slightly
below the visual horizon. The main
screen directly in front of the user
shows the active, magnified view.
Moving the blue box around on the
overview panel changes the field of
view for the main screen, while
mouse or controller input allows for
dynamic zooming of the image content. A pointer tool, shown here as a
blue line, is available to the user to
intuitively point, swipe and otherwise
indicate in the environment. All present users are able to see one another’s pointers.

ICC Medical Imaging Working
Group functioning within the Interna-

Virtual microscopy
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tional Color Consortium that actively
seeks to address color reproduction
[13]. Inaccurate or otherwise uncalibrated displays cannot be used for
diagnostic evaluation, depending on
the area of medicine. As someone
familiar only with using colorimeters
for professional photography editing
displays, I don’t know how the devices can be adapted to measure head
mounted displays. There will also
need to be support for custom Look
Up Tables (LUTs), presumably
through the manufacturers’ drivers, to
allow for accurate, specialized handling of the image signal fed to the
headset [14]. This is less imperative if
the use is primarily academic but still
important in the grand scheme of using the devices in professional contexts [15].

Resolution is another problem.
While the first wave of modern VR
HMDs sport cutting-edge, high resolution OLED displays for their size,
the net result is a fairly low 1080 by
1200 pixels per eye for the wide field
of view across which those pixels are
perceived. Reports describe the visual
fidelity of both the Vive and Rift as
impressive, but it does mean that
viewing photographs scaled to appear
across a virtual room will be rendered
using a fraction of that resolution.
Some early users describe a “screen
door effect” where the dark spaces
between pixels are noticeable in a way
that Retina displays and 4K TVs have
spoiled us away from. This characteristic may reveal its shortcomings
when the viewer attempts to parse fine
detail from a small field of view. As a

Figure 3: A panel can be toggled to
show a thumbnail directory of related
whole-slide images for the user to
call up onto the main screen. A file
name is always present below the
overview panel to provide context
and supplementary metadata if necessary.

counterpoint, I offer that moving closer to the image in the virtual space
(thanks to motion tracking) can counteract this. Unlike leaning into a desktop monitor, leaning into a virtual
wall rendered in VR can dynamically
increase the apparent magnification of
the displayed image. The screen resolution is still fixed, but the software’s
behavior can provide a unique scaling
response based on an intuitive user
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movement. Additionally, there is reason to believe that high screen resolution matters less when an inherent
behavior to virtual microscopy involves zooming in on the image data
within the software. A study conducted in 2014 investigated display resolution and its impact on virtual
pathology diagnosis time. It found
that a higher resolution display (or a
set of displays) can make it easier to
identify diagnostically relevant regions of interest quickly when viewing whole-slide images at lower

magnifications. However, “when a
comprehensive, detailed search of a
slide has to be carried out, there is less
reason to expect a benefit from increased resolution [16].” Further experimentation and studies with VR
HMDs will help to address my concerns.
Finally, the flexibility of current
virtual microscope slide viewing—
anyone with a web browser and internet connection can gain access— is
lost when you introduce the mandatory VR hardware. In other words, vir-
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Figure 4: The user can start a measurement with the pointer tool by defining its start and end locations. A
ruler line in drawn between the two
points and the distance is automatically calculated.

tual reality will not be the solution for
every existing or desired application.
A web browser tool like the Google
Maps API provides a nearly universal
platform that we can access on our
phones, laptops and desktop comput-

Virtual microscopy

ers with little difficulty. Virtual reality
hardware has an uphill battle before
content access will be ubiquitous. For
now, the resource will be relatively
exclusive.
Concept #2: The Science
Educator’s Collaborative
Annotation Library

A common reservation about virtual reality is how physically and socially isolating it may become.
Donning a headset completely eliminates the possibility of making eye
contact with someone that might be
sitting right in front of you, so naturally we wonder if the hardware will be
destructive to interpersonal dynamics.
However, the use of avatars (digital
representations of ourselves) in virtual space may circumvent this. It is
beyond the scope of my intentions
(and expertise) to extol the value of
avatars in general, but I can speak to
their potential role in photomicrography. Professor Jeremy Bailenson, director of Stanford University’s
Virtual Human Interaction Lab and
pioneering researcher on virtual reality, has conducted numerous studies
and coined the term Collaborative
Virtual Environments or CVEs to describe avatar-based multi-user experiences [17]. I believe that CVEs are a
natural fit for science education when
they incorporate photomicrography
and other visual media.
Imagine a virtual classroom where
students and instructors can collaboratively view, interact, and annotate
microscope images. Much like virtual
microscope curricula in place today,
students can build a reference database of notes, observations and markers on top of virtual microscope
content [18]. By using a system borrowed from community forum platforms using voting to promote
preferred or correct content, homework answers can be crowdsourced
by classmates and policed by the
group’s assessment of their answers.
Importantly, students will feel like

they’re working in the room with their
peers. Multiple documents or images
can be displayed and studied in the
environment. The instructor can hold
“live” hours or opt to prerecord audio
and avatar motion for asynchronous
playback [19]. If you have been a
student in recent years, you undoubtedly know the versatility, necessity
and power of cloud-based, collaborative tools like Google Drive. Virtual
reality applications can provide the
same features built around visual media content rather than word processing while also offering a greater sense
of social presence.
Concept #3: Fine Art
Appreciation, Viewing for
Pleasure & Social Media Sharing

We will see this concept realized
immediately: simple image viewing.
It is a logical first step for online news
outlets’ image galleries, fine art publications, and visual media communities like 500px and Flickr. It is notable
that Facebook (parent company to
Oculus) has already developed and
implemented a video format and
streaming engine for embedding 360degree video content into Facebook’s
newsfeed [20]. I don't believe that
virtual environments will threaten traditional photography or video, but we
will want ways to experience both in
VR and a passive experience is the
most familiar. Consider the last time
you viewed an image slideshow on
the New York Times or a similar website. Now recall the last time you went
to an art museum or gallery exhibition. VR image galleries will offer us
something right in the middle [21].
This concept could take cues from
the previous two concepts I've discussed. The viewer could inhabit an
art gallery space with images along
the walls; the experience could be live
whereby the viewer sees avatars of
others accessing the media concurrently online. Comments, critiques
and other feedback mechanisms could
be available. It's worth noting that
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software applications such as Oculus
Social, AltSpaceVR and BigScreen
are actively developing functionality
similar to what I am describing here,
albeit none of those developers have
microscopy in mind [22, 23, 24].
At this point you may be wondering, how does this concept relate to
photomicrography in particular? It is
self-evident that photomicrographs
have an aesthetic appeal that stands on
its own, independent of academic pursuits. Excellent visual media will always be desired and appreciated
across a range of display media, technology and venues. It is just the beginning
to
import
traditional
photography into virtual spaces because as one artist writes, “like any
new medium, virtual reality is tasked
with defining its language…and enter
into unexplored territory…there’s a
real opportunity to develop a wholly
new aesthetic experience [25].” Photomicrography can evolve with VR if
we actively develop and explore it.
Prototyping a Photomicrograph
Application for VR

How close are we to having a virtual microscope wall application for
microscopy like the one I described
earlier? Applications in development
include solutions to displaying traditional, two-dimensional media. Oculus Video (previously called Oculus
Cinema), for example, creates an environment that simulates sitting in
front of a large movie screen or television within which the user can view
Netflix or similar streaming video
content. Watching movies is a passive
experience, meaning that the application simply needs to succeed at simulating a large-screen viewing
experience to the viewer. Sony and
Vive announced similar applications
for playing standard, two-dimensional
PlayStation and PC games in VR,
respectively. It is not a leap to introduce basic interface elements or controller inputs to manipulate the
content shown on the virtual wall
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screen. In essence, the backbone of a
virtual reality microscope “powerwall” already exists.
In writing this article, I connected
with software engineer Peter Le Bek,
who was interested in prototyping a
virtual microscope solution for VR (if
you can craft a catchy, less redundant
name that will catch the attention of
Silicon Valley angel investors, please
let me know). As we talked through
user interface ideas and tools, we established some basics for what an
application could look like:
1. A wall-size image projected in
front of the user with zooming and
panning interaction
2. A browser directory of related
slides that can be called onto the main
viewing area
3. A navigation panel showing an
image file in its entirety and the
zoomed area’s scope of view
4. Annotation and collaboration tools
(pointing, measuring, counting, marking, commenting)
5. Multi-user support
6. An environment that takes advantages of how natural and intuitive it is
to “look around”
The images that follow are an initial workshopping of the concept. In
fact, this article was nearly complete
by the time Peter and I started talking
via email. I hope that this provides a
visual for many of the points I have
made, though screenshots do not do
the experience justice. A future article
may be in order to demonstrate features and interface design in-depth as
we continue to collaborate.
All of this homegrown prototyping
has been made possible by the Unreal
Engine 4 game engine (which is free
for anyone to use), the open source
virtual slide C library OpenSlide, and
referencing the in-depth research
summarized in The Design and Evaluation of Interfaces for Navigating
Gigapixel Images in Digital Pathology [26, 27, 28]. We also gleaned insights from The University of Leeds’

Virtual microscopy

documentation of their Pathology
Powerwall mentioned earlier.
It is important that the user interface (UI) does not encourage screen
thrashing, a term that describes “when
users need to make an excessive number of panning/zooming actions to
navigate between the data they wish
to investigate…even if the application
updates the display in real-time, the
cognitive lag is considerable because
of the number of pan/zoom steps that
users have to make. This time-delay
impedes users' understanding of their
data and discourages exploration
[29].” In other words, the interface
should work to limit how often the
user has to zoom in, then zoom out to
get context, then zoom back in to a
new area of interest. This is especially
problematic when abrupt and repetitive scene changes lead to motion
sickness and eye fatigue in virtual
reality headsets. This is one of many
challenges a VR photomicrography
application faces: UI design’s role in
the success of virtual microscopy cannot be overstated [30, 31].
We made huge strides in creating
an accessible solution after just a few
weeks of collaboration during our
nights and weekends. Developing a
virtual reality microscope application
that is based on freely available, open
source tools is not only possible but
fundamentally empowering to interdisciplinary, grassroots efforts like
ours.

Concluding Thoughts

Microscopy speeds along in tandem with scientific and technological
breakthroughs. I see advances in display technology and user interface to
be equally as important to the field as
advances in camera sensors or optics.
Virtual reality and the new generation
of head mounted displays offer considerable utility to our passion for
imaging the microscopic world, and
there will be a whirlwind series of
discoveries and insight garnered once
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the microscopy community has access
to the hardware. I can think of nothing
more exciting than getting people interested in bringing photomicrography, and photography as a whole, into
our future virtual spaces.
My own Oculus Rift pre-order will
arrive soon. As a gadget enthusiast
and visual artist, it is fascinating to
consider where we are headed. The
admittedly significant barrier for entry right now (computer horsepower,
HMD hardware, input devices) will
prevent an overnight transformation,
but there's so much to discover in the
meantime. I’m especially eager to see
how creative problem-solvers will unravel the dense ball of yarn that virtual
reality offers. I could be wrong about
every single idea mentioned here—
and that’s okay. But putting optimistic, conceptual ideas out into the
world is the first step to seeing them
realized. I hope that we will be sharing photomicrographs in virtual reality soon.
Josh Shagam is an image quality engineer and former visiting assistant
professor of photographic sciences.
He would love to hear from you, so
send
him
an
email
at photo@joshshagam.com.
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USB 3 Camera

By Oliver Kim

M

icroscope cameras available on the market today
can be connected to the
computer over a Universal Serial Bus
(USB) port. Many of them use the
USB 2 standard. Modern computers
increasingly come with USB 3 ports,
which are up to 8 times faster then
USB 2. Some manufacturers have
caught up with this trend and are now
also offering USB 3 capable microscope cameras. You need both a USB
3 capable camera and a USB 3 port to
benefit from the high speed.
The high transfer speed of USB 3
now allows for the capturing of full
HD video (1920 x 1080 pixels) at a
frame rate even faster than 25 frames
per second. A high frame rate is important for a smooth video, and slower USB 2 cameras only provided a
high frame rate if the resolution was
lower. This is a trade off, and one can
not have both.
One other option for obtaining full
HD videos at high frame rates is to

somehow connect a video-capable
digital SLR camera to the microscope.
In this case there is no need for a
computer connection and the video is
recorded directly onto the camera's
memory. This often requires much
space and a dedicated adapter for the
SLR camera, a special photo projection ocular, and therefore might also
be expensive.
I have been using my USB 2 microscope camera (3.2 megapixels) for
several years now and thought that it
is time for an upgrade. Most USB 3
cameras are extremely expensive, but
I was lucky enough to find an affordable one by the company Touptek.
The camera

The
Toupcam
S3CMOS
05000KPA is a 5 megapixel camera
with a 1 / 2.5 inch sensor. The small
size of the camera is the most striking
feature from the outside. It is about
the size of an eyepiece. A closer inspection revealed, however, yet an-

1

other surprising feature, one that can
not be found in many other USB microscope cameras: the S3CMOS does
not have any reduction optics! The
image is projected directly from the
objective onto the sensor. There is a
protective glass plate in front of the
sensor for sure (which might also act
as a filter), but there are no lenses.
Other microscope cameras contain reduction lenses that increase the field
of view of the camera, and reducing
the magnification. These reduction
lenses also project the image to the
camera sensor, which is located further aft inside the camera body. This
reduces the need of refocusing.
The lack of a reduction optics
therefore made me initially a bit suspicious. I was concerned that the field
of view of the camera would be too
narrow, capturing only a very small
part from the center field of view and
also that the image that I would see
through the eyepiece and the camera
would be of different focus.
I then saw, that the company
solved this issue quite elegantly. The
camera's sensor is located quite far
forward, making reduction optics obsolete. As a matter of fact, the sensor
can be found in the barrel of the camera that is inserted into the tube of the
microscope, and not inside the main
camera body. When the camera is
inserted, the sensor ends up inside the
tube of the microscope. The forward
location of the sensor reduces the sensor to objective distance, and the camera picks up the intermediate image
Figure 1: Comparing the size of the
camera (left) with an eyepiece.
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(which is produced by the objective)
there where a regular eyepiece would
pick it up. The advantage is, that there
is little to no refocusing needed when
switching between camera and visual
observation.
Other USB cameras have the sensor further backwards inside the camera’s body. These require additional
reduction optics in front of the sensor
in order to prevent the requirement for
refocusing.
The lack of a reduction optics also
has another advantage. Fewer glass
elements in the light path means higher contrast and less reflections. Reduction optics might also introduce
some lens errors. The image quality
therefore depends entirely on the image quality produced by the objective.
We do not have to worry if the reduction optics "cooperates" well with the
objective, because there isn't any lenses after the objective that light has to
pass through.
There is one disadvantage, though.
The field of view of the camera is
indeed significantly smaller than the
field of view of my older USB 2 camera, which did have reduction optics
and also a larger sensor, which was
able to capture a larger part of the
image. This is not a big issue though,
maybe a question of taste, as you can
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always switch to a lower magnification if you need to see a larger area of
the specimen.
I wondered why the company did
not choose a larger sensor to increase
the field of view. A larger sensor
would also have reduced reduced
noise. An answer may be found when
looking at the camera from below:
Having to move the sensor into the
barrel of the camera results in space
problems, and I think that this might
be one reason why a larger sensor was
not chosen. Having said that, noise is
generally not an issue, as the microscope light is quite bright anyway.
The camera does not have a Cmount, and therefore it is not possible
to attach reduction optics. The
Touptek website does state that it is
possible to convert the camera to Cmount. You need a so-called "Cmount adapter housing", which looks
like a tube that you slip over the barrel
of the camera. With this adapter I can
then connect the reduction optics of
my old camera.
The small field of view, while less
convenient for observation, also advantages, however. Because only a
small part from the center of the field
of view is captured, the image is relatively “flat” and there is no distortion
or blurriness at the sides of the image.

Figure 2: The sensor of the camera.
Figure 3: Opened camera (dust beware!)

Non-plan objectives sometimes produce a bad image quality at the sides
but these areas are not captured by the
small field of view of the camera.
This might become important
when stitching images together. The
software simply has an easier time to
process images that do not show distortions at the corners. If you need to
capture a larger image area, simply
use an objective with a lower magnification.
USB 3 woes

The USB 3 ports and drivers of my
computer gave me quite a bit of a
headache at the beginning. Even
though I connected the camera to a
USB 3 port (with the appropriate USB
3 cable), the camera would still only
operate at USB 2 speed. The frame
rate, is indicated in the software
Toupview and it was really slow at the
beginning (around 2 frames per second at maximum 5 megapixel resolution). Sometimes Windows gave a
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message, that the device is capable of
operating at a higher speed.
I had to do several things to resolve this problem. I did a BIOS upgrade, re-installed Windows 10
completely (which was probably not
necessary, but I wanted to play safe)
and turned off the energy-saving feature of the USB 3 ports. Last, I updated all USB drivers. As this also did
not resolve the issue, I deactivated
USB 2 in the BIOS and this forced the
camera to work in USB 3.
It took me some Internet research
to figure this out, however, and I mention this now in case some of the
readers experience similar problems.
Sometimes unplugging the camera
and then re-plugging it also works.
USB 3 ports on notebook computers
apparently are not as fast as those of
desktop PCs, so this is also something
that you might take into consideration. Last, the frame rate that the
camera produces depends also on the
shutter speed being used and if the
computer is busy with other things.
The Touptek website also includes
information how to deal with related
USB connection issues.
The USB 3 problems are generally
not even that uncommon. I read, that
some computer hardware manufactur-
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ers, evidently, do not fully stick to the
specified USB 3 standard. More modern computer motherboards might operate more reliably with the camera
than my current one, which is already
several years old.
Stitching with videos

The camera has a very fast shutter
speed (0.122ms). This makes stitching images together very convenient.
When stitching images together, one
has to (traditionally) take overlapping
pictures, which are then assembled
into one final image. The free software MS-ICE also accepts videos to
make a panorama. I took a video of a
specimen by filming all parts. Using
the mechanical stage of the microscope, I "rastered" the whole specimen. The fast shutter speed makes it
possible to move the slide without
introducing motion blur during the
filming. It was therefore possible to
film the specimen much faster than
with my old USB 2 camera. The program MS-ICE extracted individual
images and assembled them into a
final stitched picture. The calculation
time took quite long, but the filming
was completed in the fraction of a
time that it normally would have tak-

Figure 4: Capturing fast video frames
for stitching images together. The
fast shutter speed and frame rate of
the camera makes it possible to film
a “path” through the image without
much motion blur. The video was
then processed with MC-ICE to make
a stitched image.

en to make overlapping images. The
results that I got were also better than
the results that I got with my old USB
2 camera. The smaller field of view
(due to the lack of reduction optics)
eliminated distortions at the side of
the pictures, and as a consequence the
final stitched image was also not distorted.
At this point it should also be mentioned, that the software Toupview
also allows you to easily stitch overlapping images together. The small
field of view can therefore be easily
compensated by the software.
Frame rates

The Toupview software allows
you to choose different resolutions for
taking pictures and videos. Generally,
the higher the resolution, the slower
the frame rate of the camera, because
more data has to be transferred over
the USB cable. I did notice, however,
that this is not always the case. Sometimes even the lower resolution did
not increase the frame rate. This is
because the camera still captured the
image in high resolution, but it was
then reduced in size by the software
itself. I did notice that the frame rate
sometimes fluctuated a bit, especially
when the computer was doing other
things as well. I was able to determine
the following frame rates:

Resolution Frames/sec
2560x1920 15
2048x1536 15
1920x1080 29
1600x1200 15
2048x1528 22
1280x720
50
640x480
39
320x240
50
Particularly interesting is the
1280x720 resolution with about 50
frames per second. This would allow
for the filming of fast movement (cilia
of paramecia, etc).
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Conclusion

The advantages of the camera can
be summed up as follows:
● USB 3: fast speed for full HD
video at full frame rate. The fast
speed does not produce delays or a
slurred image for visual observation on screen. This makes it possible to display a high resolution
image live on screen.
● Low cost, in relation to other USB
3 cameras.
● Very small and light, so that it can
be connected to a microscope instead of an eyepiece (no need for a
trinocular head).
● Not much refocusing needed:
When you see a sharp image
through the eyepiece, then you also see a sharp image on the computer screen.
● Very short exposure time: The
Toupview software indicated a
minimum exposure time of 0.122
ms (adjustable up to 8 seconds).
This is really able to freeze fast
movement.

● No reduction optics means fewer
lens errors. The sensor picks up
the image directly from the objective.
● Image quality high at the corners.
No reduction optics means that
only a small part of the center is
captured by the sensor, and this
excludes the distortions and blurriness that are otherwise common
on the side of the image. Figure 6
shows these distortions and the
blur of my “old” USB 2 camera.

Figure 5: Different field of views
compared: The five smaller
rectangles are the USB 3 camera,
compared to the old USB 2 camera
and the view through the eyepiece
(large circle).
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Figure 6: A large field of view (when
using reduction optics) comes at a
cost - blurriness at the corners.
This picture was taken with my
“old” USB 2 camera (with reduction
optics). The image quality of the
new USB 3 camera was much
better because the difficult parts at
the corners were not captured.
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What’s this? Answer on page 2.
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